Abstract. This paper studies the dispersion of elastic waves in homogeneous and
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the wave scattering at boundaries creates an interference field that, if composed solely of waves of frequency equal to a natural frequency of the solid, takes the form of a standing-wave field which is an eigenmode of the continuum [1] . The question of the spatial convergence of the eigenmodes computed by the finite element method is approached in this contribution for the in-plane motion of homogeneous and isotropic elastic solids.
For a plane-strain solid the eigenmodes could be considered essentially composed of longitudinal waves (P) and transverse shear waves (S). Both waves propagate without interaction in the bulk of the material with the respective velocities [2, 3] 
where: , shear modulus of the material; Lamé constant of the material; , mass density per unit volume of the material. The elastic constants λ and μ can be related by ) 2 1 ( 2 (2) where: ν, the Poisson´s ratio for the material, 0 < ν < 1/2. The elastic constants λ and μ can be obtained from the more familiar engineering Young's modulus E and the Poisson´s ration ν by )) 2 1 )( 1 (( E and )) 1 ( 2 ( E . Similarly, for a generalized plane-stress plate the eigenmodes could be considered essentially composed of longitudinal waves (PL) based on the elementary Poisson theory for the stretching and horizontal shear waves (SH0). Both non dispersive waves propagate without interaction with the respective velocities 
In each case the longitudinal waves and the shear waves are coupled on the boundary of the elastic medium, an obvious consequence of satisfying the boundary conditions.
For the finite element eigenmodes we suppose that the effect of the spatial discretization over the waves prevails over the effect of the discretization over the scattering at boundaries. In this case, the goal of determining the finite element mesh required to accurately represent a given number of eigenmodes could be approached by analysing the effect of the discretization over the propagation of both the longitudinal waves and the shear waves. The effect of the discretization over the propagation of the above mentioned waves becomes apparent by observing a dispersive behaviour, a phenomenon that is not present in the physical system [4] , the analysis of which will be a subject of research in this paper. A survey of computational aspects of wave problems in solids can be found in reference [5] . Recent research about this topic can be found in references [6, 7] .
Governing equations
Let Ω designates the bounded domain with closed boundary ∂Ω occupied by a solid in plane strain parallel to the XY-plane at equilibrium, the Hooke`s law and the strain-displacement relation will be For a plate in generalized plane stress parallel to the XY-plane, the Hooke`s law Eq. (5) is replaced by [8] I ε σ v 2 (7) where: ) 2 ( 2 (8) In both cases, the governing equation of motion (the body forces are neglected) will be, r 0 r u r σ , ) , ( ) , ( 2 2 t t t d i v (9) where: t, time coordinate.
To complete a solution, the differential equation Eq. (9) requires specifying boundary conditions. For a solid fixed on a part Σ of its boundary ∂Ω, we have,
For a given surface force density ) , ( t r f on Γ = ∂Ω \ Σ, we have, r r f r n r σ ), , ( ) ( ) , ( t t (11) where: n , unitary normal external to the boundary ∂Ω. Finally, the above equations must be completed by the initial conditions of Cauchy on ) 0 , (r u 
where: E, elasticity matrix with the non-null components, 21 12 33 22 11 For a plate in generalized plane stress parallel to the XY-plane, by considering Eq. (7) the elasticity matrix will has the non-null components, E E E (20) In a plane-strain solid, the forms of the elasticity matrix given by Eq. (14) will be useful to analyze the propagation of longitudinal waves (P) and transverse shear waves (S), respectively. Similarly, in a generalized plane-stress plate, Eq. (18) will be useful to analyze the propagation of longitudinal waves (PL) and horizontal shear waves (SH0).
For time-harmonic waves, time may be removed from the problem by writing r r u u ), exp( ) ( t i (21) where: ) ( r u , complex amplitude of the wave; T 2 , circular frequency; T, period of wave. By considering Eq. (21) and Eq. (6) , for the Cauchy stress tensor Eq. (5) or Eq. (7) we obtain r r σ σ ), exp( ) ( t i (22) where: ) ( r σ , complex amplitude of the Cauchy stress tensor. Similarly, for the surface force density,
where: ) ( r f , complex amplitude of surface force density. Inserting the time-harmonic dependence Eq. (21) - (23) into the Eq. (9) - (11) , the boundary value problem is then written
Finite element formulation
The boundary value problem Eq. (24) -(26) is posed in variational form [9] 
The variational form Eq. (27) In this case it is said that the element stiffness matrix is decomposed in energy-orthogonal form [10] . The concept of energy-orthogonal stiffness matrix regarded in this paper was explicitly introduced in the context of the linear elasticity by Bergan and Nygärd within the framework of the Free Formulation [11] , and by Felippa within the framework of the Parametrized Variational Principles [12] .
The decomposition in Eq. (32) holds for the complete model whenever 
Inserting Eq. (33) into Eq. (31), we obtain the basic and higher order elastic energies of the finite element assemblage.
Stationary waves
For a stationary wave, the amplitude of displacement is a real-valued vector. Then, from Eq. (31), the period-averaged elastic energy for the discretized domain will be
where:
, dimensionless time; x , column matrix containing the real nodal amplitudes of displacement.
By introducing the decomposition in Eq. (33) into Eq. (34) we obtain the basic and higher order period-averaged elastic energies. The latter component will be
Scope of research
In this contribution the dispersion properties and the density of period-averaged elastic energy are computed for non-dispersive plane harmonic waves in unbounded plane-strain solids and unbounded generalized plane-stress plates discretized by regular meshes of energyorthogonal finite elements. Given the mesh, in the limit of long wavelength, although the elastic energy density does not vanish, its higher order component does vanish. Similarly, given the wavelength, as the solution converges on account of mesh refinement, the elastic energy density is increasingly dominated by its basic component. The above heuristic argument motivates to research the relationship between the higher order elastic energy and the elastic energy error in order to explore the behaviour of this energy component as an error indicator. To be precise, by the dispersion analysis, an averaged correlation between the percentage of higher order elastic energy and the elastic energy error will be yielded versus the Poisson's ratio for both longitudinal and shear waves. The use of both correlations as reference to apply the higher order elastic energy as an error indicator for the elastic vibration modes computed by the finite element method will be explored. A similar correlation has been proposed for acoustic waves in fluid media [13] . Arguments to support the higher order energy as an error indicator in the context of the linear elasticity have already been established [12] .
DISPERSION ANALYSIS

Characteristic equations
The unbounded plane-strain solid and the unbounded generalized plane-stress plate are discretized by a regular mesh of finite elements. Two different standard isoparametric finite elements are considered [14] : the eight nodes quadrilateral with parallelogram geometry QU8, and the six nodes triangle with isosceles geometry TR6, Fig. 1 . The nodal lattice formed by the finite element assemblage has three and four nodes per unit cell, respectively. Different meshes with the same element area are yielded by the aspect ratio parameter γ, where 0 < ≤ 1; additionally, for the QU8 element, the skew angle β also can be selected, where 0 ≤ β < 90º. The finite element analysis will be performed by using the rectangular coordinate system XY. where: A, amplitude of the wave; â , polarization vector, unit vector indicating the direction of the particle displacement; n, wave normal, unit vector indicating the direction of the wave propagation; , angle of wave propagation, 0 ≤ θ ≤ 180º; c 2 , wave number; , wavelength; c, phase speed of the continuum.
For the longitudinal plane waves the displacements are in the direction of the wave normal, n a ˆ, and only normal stresses act along the wave front; nevertheless, for the shear plane waves, the displacements are perpendicular to the wave normal, 0 n a , and only shearing stresses act along the wave front.
For a plane elastic wave Eq. (36) the density of period-averaged elastic energy can be computed by the equation [15] 
where: m, dimensionless wave number, 0 < m < 1; b, half of the element size; , dimensionless frequency of the discretized elastic domain; ) , ( δ form parameters for the QU8 element, or ) ( δ form parameter for the TR6 element. In this procedure, by considering Eq. (14) for the plane-strain solid and Eq. (18) for the generalized plane-stress plate, the global stiffness matrix has been expressed in the suitable form
where: h, thickness of the elastic domain in the Z-direction.
Similarly, the global mass matrix has been suitably expressed as
Dispersion equations
The system of homogeneous algebraic equations given in Eq. (40) 40), the wave amplitudes corresponding to the nodes of the unit cell are yielded for each dispersion equation. In this work, each set of linear algebraic equations is numerically solved by using the singular value decomposition method SVD [17] .
The range of dimensionless wave number values where each dispersion equation represents the propagation of elastic waves in the discretized medium will be called the acoustical branch of the dispersion equation. In order to determine the acoustical branches, a preliminary constraint condition over the dimension of the null space of Z must be imposed,
The constraint condition Eq. (48) implies that the subspace of solutions to Eq. (40) must be one-dimensional. In this case the vector of wave amplitudes A is arbitrary to the extent that a scalar multiple of it is also a solution. Then the following constraint conditions are imposed,
In molecular physics, condition Eq. (49) is called the restriction of the lattice spectrum to the acoustical branch [18] . Obviously, if the constraint condition Eq. (48) is not imposed, the constraint condition Eq. (49) is meaningless.
From Eq. (42) we obtain both the phase velocity and group velocity of the discretized medium, It can be proven that for general periodic motion the energy propagates with the group velocity [2] ; therefore, the constraint condition Eq. (53) imposes that the energy propagates into the wave direction. From this point, for each dispersion equation only the acoustical branch will be considered. This one represents the physically admissible solution for mechanical wave propagation.
It must be recall that the group velocity of the continuum will be equal to the phase velocity because the waves propagate non-dispersively. Nevertheless, for the dispersive discretized medium the group velocity will be different from the phase velocity; therefore, the velocity of energy transport will be different from the phase velocity. As a consequence, when we consider the numerical dispersion associated with the finite element spatial discretization, not only the effect over the phase velocity must be analyzed but also the effect over the group velocity or velocity of energy transport.
Elastic energy at the unit cell
From Eq. (31), (42) and (43) the elastic energy at the unit cell over a period will be 
2 C for the QU8 element, and 3 4 C for the TR6 element. From the decomposition Eq. (33), the density of period-averaged elastic energy Eq. (55) can be partitioned as addition of basic and higher order components. The latter component will be
From Eq. (56) and (55), the percentage of period-averaged higher order elastic energy can be defined as
Indicators of discretization error
By considering Eq. (51) and (52), the indicators of the dispersion associated with the spatial discretization that is introduced by the finite element model are defined as These indicators consider the effect of the spatial discretization on the wave velocity and the velocity of energy transport, respectively. From Eq. (55) and (37), the percentage indicator of elastic energy error associated with the spatial discretization that is introduced by the finite element model is defined as
Numerical research
Three different meshes having the same element area will be considered both for the QU8 element and the TR6 element. Specifically, Fig. 1 For the unbounded plane-strain solid discretized by the mesh QU8-Q1 and P-waves the indicator of dispersion Eq. (58) is plotted versus dimensionless wave number for two directions of wave propagation in order to represent the anisotropy induced by the spatial discretization, Fig. 2 . A discontinuity in phase velocity is observed. In this case the discretized solid medium acts like a band-pass filter [16] . This discontinuity was already described by Brillouin [18] for lattices consisting of different particles. For the unbounded plane-strain solid discretized by the mesh QU8-Q2 and S-waves the indicators Eq. (60) and (57) are plotted versus dimensionless wave number for three directions of wave propagation, Fig. 3 and 4. It is observed that the elastic energy error vanishes both as the mesh is refined and in the limit of long wavelength, as it is expected. Similarly, the density of higher order elastic energy also vanishes both as the mesh is refined and in the limit of long wavelength. This latter behaviour is also expected because the strain field inside each element becomes uniform. As a conclusion, the dispersion analysis reveals that the higher order elastic energy behaves as an error indicator. In this paper an averaged correlation between the percentage of higher order elastic energy and the elastic energy error is pursued. As a first step, from Eq. (57) and (60), a mapping between the elastic energy error and the percentage of higher order elastic energy is defined,
For the unbounded plane-strain solid discretized by the mesh QU8-Q2 and S-waves the mapping Eq. (61) is plotted in Fig. 5 for three directions of wave propagation. Similarly, for the unbounded generalized plane-stress plate discretized by the mesh TR6-T3 and PL-waves the mapping Eq. (61) is plotted in Fig. 6 for three directions of wave propagation. In both cases it is observed that, for moderate values of percentage of higher order elastic energy, this mapping could be approximated by the following cubic correlation, As a third step, from Eq. (60), (65) and (66), the first and the second reference value of percentage of elastic energy error are defined for each of the elements considered, ) , , ( 
The integrals in Eq. (71) and (72) are computed, for each of the test meshes considered and four values of Poisson´s ratio, by a step of π/180 for the propagation angle. Mesh averaging of these root-mean-square values are displayed for the element QU8 in Table 3 and for the element TR6 in Table 4 As a last step, we propose to apply the cubic correlation Eq. (62) to define a mapping that associates an averaged value of percentage of elastic energy error to each value of percentage of higher order elastic energy. The coefficients A and B are solved versus the Poisson´s ratio by using the mesh averaging of the root-mean-square values Eq. (71) and (72) displayed for the element QU8 in Table 3 and for the element TR6 in Table 4 
Substitute wave field
It is clear that the harmonic elastic waves cannot be exactly captured by a regular mesh of finite elements QU8 or TR6. This fact is a consequence of the element interpolation which is quadratic. A substitute wave field [19] or alias field [20] has been obtained in the discretized unbounded medium by performing a dispersion analysis in terms of the allowable polarizations of the continuum. The substitute wave field is obtained by collocating Eq. (38) in each node of the unit cell. The assumption of different amplitudes is introduced because the equation of equilibrium is different for each node. The analysis yields the relative wave amplitudes and the dispersion relation under which the alias field may propagate in the discretized medium. The alias wave field will be
where: i ũ , the values of Eq. (38) at the nodes; i S N , , the nodal shape functions.
Influence of the Poisson´s ratio
Elastic energy error
For a plane-strain solid and longitudinal waves (P), by considering the Hooke`s law Eq. (5), the denominator in Eq. (2) suggests that significant numerical errors in the stresses could be expected when the Poisson´s ratio approaches the one half value, which can happen for the socalled almost incompressible solids, because the Lamé constant increases indefinitely. The very small volumetric strain, approaching zero in the limit of total incompressibility, is determined from derivatives of displacements, which are not as accurately predicted as the displacements themselves. Any error in the predicted volumetric strain will appear as a large error in the stresses, and this error will in turn significantly increases the elastic energy error. Similarly, for transverse shear waves (S), the alias wave field Eq. (80), which has different amplitude in each node of the unit cell, could produce spurious volumetric strain that also would significantly increase the elastic energy error when the Poisson´s ratio approaches the one half value. This behaviour is the well-known dilatational locking [21, 20] , and its effect on elastic energy error is clearly observed in the results displayed in Tables 3 and 4. For a generalized plane-stress plate, by considering the Hooke`s law Eq. (7), when the Poisson´s ratio approaches the one half value and the Lamé constant increases indefinitely, the constant Eq. (8) also increases but non-indefinitely; therefore, although the elastic energy error increases when the Poisson´s ratio approaches the one half value, the effect of dilatational locking must not be expected, see Tables 3 and 4. As conclusion, it is clearly observed that the volumetric strain error must have a prevailing effect on the elastic energy error, increasing the elastic energy error for the longitudinal waves versus the one for the shear waves, Eq. (78). The difference between them is all the greater as the Poisson´s ratio is greater, in accordance with the inequality Eq. (79).
Indicators of dispersion
For a plane-strain solid and P-waves, the system of characteristic equations Eq. (40) is formed by using the dimensionless elasticity matrix Eq. (15) . The non-constant components in this matrix are weakly depended on the Poisson´s ratio, Fig. 7 . Then, it is expected that the characteristic frequency equation Eq. (45) would be also weakly depended on the Poisson´s ratio and so the dimensionless frequencies computed would be. However, for the S-waves, the system of characteristic equations Eq. (40) is formed by using Eq. (16). The non-constant components in this matrix increase indefinitely when the Poisson´s ratio approaches the one half value, Fig. 7 . Then, by considering Eq. (41), it would be expected a significant increase in the computed values of the coefficients associated to the global stiffness matrix and therefore a corresponding increase in the computed values of dimensionless frequency. The effect of this behaviour on the indicators of dispersion Eq. (58) and (59) is clearly observed in the results displayed in Tables 5 and 6 . The value of each indicator for the S-waves is greater than the one for the P-waves and the difference between them is all the greater as the Poisson´s ratio is greater, as it would be expected.
Similar arguments can be used for a generalized plane-stress plate. In this case, the dimensionless elasticity matrices Eq. (19) and (20) have non-constant components which are weakly depended on the Poisson´s ratio, Fig. 8 ; nevertheless, the ones corresponding to the SH0-waves are greater than the ones corresponding to the PL-waves and the difference between them is all the greater as the Poisson´s ratio is greater. The effect of this behaviour is also clearly displayed in Tables 5 and 6 . 
MODAL ANALYSIS
Introduction
By considering the homogeneous part of Eq. (28) and assuming stationary waves, it is yielded the so called generalized eigenproblem [21] ,
Nontrivial solutions exist only if the determinant of the coefficient matrix is equal to zero,
The above Eq. (82) leads to a polynomial of order n in 2 that possesses, in general, n distinct roots. These roots, denoted by Associated with each eigenvalue Eq. (83) there is an n-dimensional vector whose elements are real numbers. The vector can be obtained by using Eq. (81) as follows,
where the vector j ψ is known as an eigenvector or modal vector.
In this research the generalized eigenproblem has been solved by the subspace iteration method [21] . The eigenvector and the element interpolation functions shape the finite element natural mode. As the finite element mesh is refined and discretization error decreases, both the finite element natural frequencies and the finite element natural modes must converge to the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions associated with the differential equation of motion and its boundary conditions [22] .
An important relation fulfilled by the eigenvectors is that of M-orthonormality, 
Numerical research
In this section the application of the percentage of higher order elastic energy as an error indicator for the natural modes computed by the finite element method is investigated. This percentage will be evaluated by Eq. (34) and (35). An estimation of the error for the modal elastic energies obtained with the discretized elastic domain will be presented. The reference model will be produced by dividing each element of the actual mesh into sixteen elements. The elastic energies obtained with the actual model and the ones obtained with the reference model will be compared by the modal elastic energy error In order to investigate the behaviour of the higher order elastic energy as a modal error indicator, the application of the averaged correlations, Eq. (74) -(77), yielded by the numerical dispersion analysis, between the percentage of higher order elastic energy and the elastic energy error is explored. For a plane-strain solid, the elastic energy error estimated by the P and S averaged correlations, Eq. (74) for QU8 element and Eq. (76) for TR6 element, from the percentage of higher order modal elastic energy computed with the actual model, will be called the standard elastic energy error based on the P and S waves, SEEEP and SEEES, respectively. Similarly, for a generalized plane-stress plate, the elastic energy error estimated by the PL and SH0 averaged correlations, Eq. (75) . In order to compare the standard modal elastic energy error Eq. (90) with the modal elastic energy error Eq. (89), two typical plane-strain solids will be analyzed: earth dam discretized by a regular mesh of TR6 elements [23] , Fig. 9 ; and bridge pier discretized by a quasi-regular mesh of QU8 elements [24] , Fig. 11 . Similarly, two typical generalized plane-stress plates will be analyzed: cantilever shear wall discretized by a regular mesh of QU8 elements [23] , Fig. 13 ; and Cook's membrane discretized by a quasi-regular mesh of TR6 elements [25] , Fig. 15 . For the last one three different materials with increasing Poisson´s ratio are considered. It must be remarked that if the structure considered has an axis of symmetry, the modes can be obtained by idealizing a half of it and applying two combinations of boundary conditions on the axis for symmetric motion (S) and for antisymmetric motion (A), see reference [23] . The results of the analysis are displayed in Fig. 10, 12, 14 and 16 and Tables 7-10. From Tables 7-10 it is observed that the percentage of higher order elastic energy decreases as the mesh is refined. Then, this energy component behaves as a modal error indicator. This result is consistent with the one obtained by the numerical dispersion analysis carried out for harmonic waves. From Fig. 10, 12, 14 and 16 and Tables 7-10 it is also observed that the standard modal elastic energy error SEEE and the modal elastic energy error EEE exhibit a similar evolution pattern as the modal order increases. Moreover, the standard modal elastic energy error SEEE generally overestimates the modal elastic energy error EEE, at least in the range of error that interests us. Typically it is considered that an elastic energy error around one per cent is an optimum upper bound to properly capture the elastic modes, at least from the engineering point of view. Then, by the standard modal elastic energy error SEEE, the accuracy of the modes computed can be confidently verified in order to select a cutoff modal order. It is lastly observed that for the Cook's membrane the standard modal elastic energy error SEEE and the modal elastic energy error EEE generally vary in the same direction for each natural mode computed as the Poisson´s ratio increases; therefore, the proposed error indicator SEEE is suitably sensitive to the effect of the material properties on the modal error. 
CONCLUSIONS
This paper studies the propagation of time-harmonic elastic waves in homogeneous and isotropic solid media discretized by energy-orthogonal finite elements. In this formulation the element stiffness matrix is split into basic and higher order components which are related to the mean and deviatoric components of the element strain field, respectively. This decomposition is applied both to the stiffness matrix and to the elastic energy of the finite element assemblage. Both plain-strain solids and generalized plain-stress plates are considered. The research is focused on the properties of the higher order elastic energy as an error indicator. The noteworthy conclusions of this paper are:
By a dispersion analysis of plane harmonic waves an averaged correlation between the percentage of higher order elastic energy and the elastic energy error is yielded versus the Poisson´s ratio for both longitudinal waves and shear waves. Both the longitudinal wave correlation and the shear wave correlation are highly depended on the element considered, the quadrilateral with eight nodes and the triangle with six nodes, and clearly take into account the effect of dilatational locking for the almost incompressible plainstrain solids.
The use of both the longitudinal wave correlation and the shear wave correlation as reference to apply the higher order elastic energy as an error indicator for the elastic vibration modes computed by the finite element method is explored. For both plain strainsolids and generalized plain-stress plates discretized by quasi-regular meshes, the numerical research reveals that by averaging both correlations the accuracy of the finite element model can be confidently verified in order to select a cutoff modal order for moderate values of elastic energy error.
The application of the proposed procedure to more complex media is subject of research.
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